Overview

Built up the next generation Cloud based File sharing
platform - “My-File”

Developed in the year: 2012
Country or Region:
Europe

Industry: Data Storage
Customer Profile
Our client provides solutions for
data storage. They are based in
Europe.

Business Situation
Our client was in need of a
cloud based file sharing system
that would manage and
monitor their large user base.
They were in search of a
company who would be well
versed with SaaS-based system
and provide them with software
that would manage their multitenant system and provide a
comprehensive file sharing
system make sharing of data
effortless.

Solution
Leo TechnoSoft with its
experience in SaaS based
system, developed “My-File” a
web-based file sharing and File
synchronization system.
‘My-File’ helped our client
store, monitor, manage and
share their files and folders with
others through Internet via file
synchronization.

Leo Technosoft developed “My-File” , a Cloud based File
sharing and File synchronization system that allows you to get all
your documents, photos and videos wherever required. Using our
'SaaS- Tenant' Framework, our SaaS experts enabled our client to
experience a high speed transition from a single-tenant software
application into a multi-tenant SaaS solution using cloud storage.
It was indeed a challenge for our experts, as the clients
target customers were huge and hence a large system was needed
to take care of their massive database. Also to come up with a
tenant management system that will be reliable, secured and
support all type of files wasn’t an easy affair.
“My-file” not just helped the client to monitor and manage
their huge database, but it made sharing the data via Internet much
simpler, secured and dependable. It also provides file
synchronization feature within a very limited time.

Technology





SaaS Tenant
Java/J2EE, struts
.NET
Telerik /AJAX

Benefits
 Fast and easy sharing of data
 Secured sharing of data and
Files
 Support Multiple device
 Support all file types

Link to Other Case Studies

Leo TechnoSoft Product Engineering Services
Leo TechnoSoft provides a full length Product Engineering
services in SaaS and enterprise environment which leads to
cost savings, better efficiency and performance to the ISV’s.
We take pride in informing you that we build, manage and
market solutions in 50% less time and 100% accuracy with the
help of reusable framework module called “SaaS Tenant” and
software test automation.
We control our AGILE and SCRUM process with great
expertise and highest quality standards creating a unique
platform for the services we offer.
Leo TechnoSoft has partnered with numerous ISV’s for past
few years and transferred their products onto the SaaS
Environment, with a reasonable share of success.
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